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Chapter 521 Do You Think The System Is Trash? I've Always Been The Clown 

In terms of ranches 'management and research, Linlin ranches were not as good as his Qingyuan 

ranches. 

When he successfully transplanted the paddies in Linlin Ranch, their management experience would 

easily surpass that of Linlin Ranch. 

With that thought in mind, Han Su asked,'have you found a channel for The White Peacock and the 

Durock pig from Starlight?' 

The man in the suit explained, " they found a channel to get white peacocks and Duroc pigs. They also 

prepared a lot of Duroc pigs and can send them to us at the same time. I think they probably saw the 

news about the White peacocks and Duroc pigs at Linlin Ranch and knew that other ranches would buy 

them. 

that's not important. It's fine as long as the item is here. Han Su then asked the man in the suit, " "Is the 

ground ready?" 

The suited man nodded. yes, it's ready. We can start the transplant now. 

"Let's go," he said. Han Su said decisively. 

The growth period of the forage grass was 45 days. 

It would take some time for him to grow the grass and cover the entire Qing Yuan farm. It was better to 

get them out earlier. 

Han Su quickly brought his men to a plot of land in Qing Yuan farm. There were already a few 

technicians waiting for the farm transplant. 

The pastures stolen from Linlin Ranch were also brought here and handed over to the technicians. 

Other than planting the seeds, there were two other methods to transplant the dog tooth grass. 

One was a single planting method. This method was to replace the grass seed with the broken roots of 

the dog's teeth. As long as one paid attention to the ventilation of the broken roots and stems, they 

could cut up the roots of the fully grown dog's teeth and transplant them into the soil. 

The other method was the separate-plant transplant method, which used a dog's tooth grass plant that 

was growing in good condition to reproduce. The dog's tooth grass itself was cut off and half-buried. 

The failure rate of this kind of transplant method was high, and it was very likely that the plant would 

rot. 

But it didn't matter. They could use these two methods to transplant the grass they stole from Linlin 

Ranch. 

The skills of the few pasture transplanting technicians were very good. They easily transplanted the dog 

tooth grass stolen by Han Su and his team. 
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Moreover, these two methods were much more effective than seed transplantation. It would take about 

three days for new sprouts to sprout or regrow roots, and new sprouts would appear in a few days. 

therefore, in just a few days, the dog tooth grass stolen from linlin ranch bore fruit. 

When Han Su received the report, he immediately went to the plot of land. With a smile on his face, he 

looked at the patch of green Fang grass that had sprouted or taken root again. 

One of the transplant technicians reported with a hint of pride, " Chairman han, the dog's tooth grass 

has been successfully cultivated. Even if it's split and transplanted, there's almost no sign of decay. The 

dog's tooth grass of Linlin Ranch is very strong. 

hehe, that Qin guy from Linlin Ranch is really young. He was so confident before. I thought it would be 

hard to cultivate the green Dogtooth. 

Han SU's face was full of smiles when he heard this. 

The other party didn't give him face. The easier it was to cultivate the dog's tooth grass, the greater the 

ridicule, and the better his mood was. 

Han Su did not hesitate. He called a researcher over and ordered, " " hurry up and take these sprouted 

pastures for testing. i want to see the cultivation effect. " 

"Alright, it'll be effective in half a day." The researcher also immediately took one of each of the two 

types of dog tooth grass to study. 

As the number one pasture in the South, Qingyuan pasture naturally had some research on animal 

breeds and pastures, and also had specialized researchers. 

Now that the dog's tooth grass in both transplant methods had germinated and regrown roots, the 

nutritional content could be roughly detected. 

Han Su was looking forward to it. 

When the pasture was covered with the cultivated pasture, he would donate the pasture so that other 

pastures could also use it. 

He wasn't like the people of Linlin Ranch, who thought that they could keep the pasture for themselves 

and others couldn't cultivate it. 

Instead of this, he would speed up the process. 

since stealing linlin ranch's pasture would affect his reputation, he would let the other pastures bear the 

consequences as well. 

In the end, everyone would be on the same level and compete in management. 

He was not afraid of anyone at Qingyuan farm. 

The young man at Linlin Ranch would be dumbfounded when the pasture was filled with the grass. 

Half a day passed. 



Han Su also received the report from the researcher. He immediately asked, " "How is it?" 

The researcher's expression was very strange. He handed the test report to Han Su and said, " Chairman 

han, the situation seems to be a little different from what we expected. Take a look at the test results. 

"It's normal for the training to be different." Han Su took the test data and looked at it. But a moment 

later, his face turned ugly. "how could this be? Are you sure you didn't test the wrong pasture?" 

How was the data different? they were completely different, alright? 

This was not the same as the first test. The data was no different from ordinary pasture, okay? 

"Chairman han, it's those cultivated pastures that were tested," the researcher said, embarrassed. 

impossible! How could this happen? " Han Su did not believe it at all. How could a pasture of that level 

suddenly become ordinary pasture after being transplanted? 

He then turned to the researcher and said, " you must have made a mistake. Check again. This time, I 

want to see you do it personally. How could you make such a mistake? " 
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Both husband and wife were goddesses, but their child was like an ugly duckling. Who would believe 

that it was their biological child? 

this time, han su personally watched the researcher take out the linlin pasture from the ground and 

then followed him to the testing machine. 

The researcher was helpless. His boss clearly didn't trust his skills, but what else could he do? he could 

only redo the test in front of his boss. 

After half a day, the researcher did the test again and obtained the test data. 

Han Su hurriedly took the data from the test. When he saw the new data, the expression on his face 

became even uglier. It was still the data of ordinary forage. 

But this time, he had personally witnessed the test. 

Why did that kind of pasture become ordinary pastures after being cultivated? 

Han Su suddenly thought of Qin Lin's nonchalant attitude. Could it be that he knew this would happen, 

so he didn't care about his threat at all? 

When he thought of how he had confidently threatened Xiao Chou at Linlin Manor, he suddenly realized 

that he had always been the clown. 

"Could it be professor Li Kai's work?" Han Su immediately thought of a possibility. 

Only professor Li Kai had the ability to use a special method to raise the stolen pasture of Linlin Ranch. 

As a result, they could not transplant the grass using ordinary methods. The grass that they had 

transplanted had all degenerated. 

At this moment. 
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the manager in the suit from before also rushed over. his face was also a little ugly as he said, " 

Chairman han, The White Peacock and the Duroc pig have arrived, but the situation doesn't seem right. 

"What's wrong?" Han Su asked with a frown. 

"You'll know when you see it." The manager said, embarrassed. 

Han Su had an inexplicable bad feeling. He followed the man to see the White peacocks and Durocs that 

had been shipped over, and then he knew the reason. 

although the white peacocks had pure white feathers, they were not as beautiful or attractive as the 

white peacocks in linlin ranch. they were not just a little lacking. 

There was also the Duroc pig. It was toot and had thick skin. It didn't even bother to move and could 

only lie on the ground and make grunting sounds. 

Did it look like it could be trained into a Durock pig like the one at Linlin Ranch? 

He felt that it was very dangerous. 

In the next few days, the pet trainers he hired began to train the Duroc pigs, but the result was: Those 

pigs couldn't even understand the meaning of the pet trainer, let alone train. 

The pet trainer was even more Frank that there was no way to train this Durock pig. 

And this pet trainer was already very famous. If even the other party thought it was impossible, then the 

result might be the same if they hired another trainer. 

The key was that as the cultivated dog's tooth grass grew, he realized that they were not as beautiful as 

the grass he had stolen from Linlin villa in terms of color, color, and appearance. 

This was a complete degradation. 

The most important thing was that the number of customers received by their Qingyuan farm had been 

decreasing these days. Tourists from the South had all gone to Linlin farm. 

More importantly, the internet was talking about Linlin farm. Qingyuan farm used to be the best farm in 

the South. Now, they were being compared to other farms. Almost no one said anything about 

Qingyuan farm. 

Han Su suddenly realized the seriousness of the situation and was no longer as self-righteous as he was 

at the beginning. 

If the White peacocks and Duroc pigs they bought could no longer produce the same quality as Linlin 

pasture, then if they couldn't produce the Linlin pasture, they would not just lose the title of the number 

one pasture in the South. 

han su anxiously called one of his men over and urged him with an ugly expression, " hurry up and get 

someone to steal more Dogtooth grass from Linlin Ranch. It can definitely be cultivated into a kun. 
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Han Su knew that he had to cultivate the pasture of Linlin Ranch first. Otherwise, his Qingyuan Ranch 

would be doomed. 

Very soon, the man who went to Linlin Ranch with Han Su came back with some people. "Chairman han, 

I'll bring my men to Linlin Ranch." 

Han Su quickly said, " Wang Feng, this time, steal more pasture. This pasture is not as simple as we 

thought. We have to do many experiments. Bring the pasture back and I will reward you. If you get 

caught by accident, don't blame Qingyuan farm. It's just a pasture, it's not a big deal. 

don't worry, Chairman han. Linlin Ranch's security is too poor. They won't be caught. Wang Feng nodded 

his head. He was not worried about this mission at all. 

He could still steal the patriarch grass without anyone knowing. 

Wang Feng left Qing Yuan farm and soon arrived at you city. He bought a ticket and entered Linlin farm. 

Once inside, Wang Feng said to the person he brought, " "Split up into groups and spread out. Try to 

steal as much as possible this time, in case we have to run back and forth again." 

Those people nodded and split up into groups to enter the different parts of the pasture. 

although they were only stealing grass, they were too big of a target when gathered together. with two 

people in a group, one person could steal grass and the other could stand guard. 

Stealing grass was really a serious matter. 

At the entrance of Linlin Ranch. 

A Black Dog entered the farm from the inner passage with light steps. 

After the ranch was opened, besides the tourists who came to play, the happiest person should be 

wangcai. The whole Ranch was its amusement park. 

The dog also liked to run. Sometimes, it also had fun chasing other animals. 

"It's Wang Cai." 

it's really him. Quick, take a video. 

"I finally see a real dog." 

“…” 

Some tourists found wangcai and took out their mobile phones to take videos of it. 

Wang Cai was very famous in Linlin villa. The number of fans on the official account of a certain music 

channel had reached close to 3 million because of its dancing skills. 

In certain music, this kind of animal with a skill was very popular. 

 The tourists who came to Linlin Mountain Villa had made some guides, and many people knew that 

there were two Easter eggs in Linlin Mountain Villa. They were the dog, Wang Cai, and the squirrel, red 

hair. 



This dog and squirrel, one would get people to scan and pay for it, while the other would choose tourists 

and give them things. 

The young paparazzo saw the tourists who were taking videos and ran over directly. He bit the QR code 

hanging around his neck and squatted down to look at these tourists. 

The meaning was obvious. 

These tourists had done guides before, so they naturally knew what it meant. They were instantly 

excited. 

"Hurry up and scan the QR code for it." 

what the online strategy guide said is true. We're so lucky to have encountered an Easter egg. 

"Yeah, can we take pictures with wangcai?" 

“……” 

In any case, whether it was to scan the code to pay for the dog or to meet the little squirrel, it had now 

become something that tourists looked forward to. 

This was the result of Lin Lanzi's publicity, hype, and guidance. 

And the effect was obviously good. 

The other scenic spots were also learning from Linlin villa and making such a code-scanning Easter egg 

for animals. Unfortunately, the animals they found were not as smart and intelligent, so they did not 

learn it. 

In particular, things like the dog dancing were not something that could be done in those scenic spots. 

This also made Lin Lanzi and the staff of the media department admire their boss very much. No one 

was so good at training pets. 

Wangcai asked the tourists to take the photos and left immediately. It didn't stay for a second longer. 

There was a time limit to its scanning service. 

Wuwuwu! 

Wangcai suddenly barked at the two dogs, which were the police dogs led by two tourist patrol officers. 

After Linlin Ranch was opened to the public, the number of tourist patrol officers in the security room 

naturally increased, and two police dogs were also equipped. 

Otherwise, Captain Hong and the others wouldn't be able to take care of the Linlin Ranch. 

The two police dogs apparently heard wangcai's barking and barked at wangcai excitedly as if they were 

greeting it. However, they still knew their duty and didn't run out while being led by the two tourist 

patrol police. 

After wangcai greeted its companion, it started to run in the pasture, feeling very comfortable. 



In a part of Linlin pasture. 

Wang Feng had already brought a companion to observe the surroundings. There were already fewer 

tourists here, so they could start moving. 

"You watch out, I'll dig the grass." Wang Feng said to his underling, then he squatted down and started 

to dig up the grass with his bare hands. 

After digging one, he hid the dog tooth grass in his clothes and prepared to dig the second one. 

at this moment. 

"Brother Wang, there's a dog," the man on duty suddenly said. 

Wang Feng raised his head in confusion and saw a Black Dog crouching beside them. It seemed to be 

looking at them with confusion. 

The dog's gaze was very strange. 

"Brother Wang, what's wrong with this dog?" the man looked at the Black Dog in confusion. 

He felt that this dog was a little strange. 

ignore it. How can a dog know that we're stealing grass and then tell on us? " Wang Feng said as he 

continued to dig. 

However, he clearly didn't see the Black Dog's ears stand up at that moment, and its eyes had a strange 

light. 

Wangcai turned around and ran in one direction, which was the place where they met the two police 

dogs. 

It really knew how to tell on others. 

Wuwuwu! 

When wangcai saw the two police dogs again, it started to whine at them. 
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This time, the two police dogs were obviously a little excited. They ran forward directly with wangcai. 

The two patrolmen were pulled forward. They were anxious and the police dogs seemed to have lost 

control. 

That was impossible. Police dogs had been specially trained, and such a situation would not happen. 

… 

Wang Feng dug out another grass and placed it in his pocket. 

He had already dug up almost 10 stalks, and there was almost no more to hide on him. He said to the 

person who was keeping watch, " I'll keep a lookout while you dig. We'll meet up with the others after 

we're done. 
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"en!" He nodded his head. 

Wang Feng stood up and was about to go out for a walk when he suddenly heard a dog's barking, mixed 

with two 'woof woof'. 

Then ... 

Wang Feng saw the Black Dog running towards him. What made him dumbfounded was that there were 

two police dogs and two patrol police behind the black Dog. 

"It can't be?" Before Wang Feng could react, the three dogs had already arrived in front of the two of 

them and surrounded them. 

Woof woof! 

Woof woof! 

The two police dogs even showed a fierce look, making Wang Feng and the other two not dare to move. 

The two patrol police also looked at Wang Feng and the other man in confusion. 

The police dog barked at the two of them, so there was a high possibility that there was something 

wrong with them. 

gentlemen, please stand still and accept our inspection. One of the tourist police officers shouted. 

The man who was on the lookout was obviously not strong-minded, so he turned around and ran away 

guiltily when he heard this. He didn't even think about how he could run away when he was being 

watched by the police dog. 

However, this was how a person's stress choices were like. Sometimes, they couldn't be rational and 

would only act subconsciously. 

Wang Feng subconsciously followed his companion when he saw him running away. Then, he was bitten 

by two police dogs and fell to the ground. 

A human's speed was far slower than a dog's. 

The two patrol officers also understood that there was definitely something wrong with these two 

people. They immediately pounced over, held them down, and cuffed them. 

However, when they found more than ten grasses on Wang Feng's body, they were dumbfounded. 

What the hell? 

These two people were grass-stealing thieves? 

The key was whether stealing grass was illegal? 

The two patrolmen found it difficult to make a judgment at the moment. They could only contact 

Captain Hong immediately. If they couldn't make a decision, they would leave it to their Captain. 

In the office. 



Qin Lin was looking at the game in his mind's screen, controlling his game character to go to the goddess 

mountain to cut trees. He suddenly received a report from Captain Hong and frowned. 

captain hong had caught two grass thieves. 

This immediately reminded him of Han Su, who had come to him for this grass before. 

When they arrived at the security room, Captain Hong was interrogating Wang Feng and Qin Lin. When 

he saw Qin Lin, he came out and said, " "Boss Qin, these are the two grass thieves. They were caught by 

wangcai and two police dogs," 

When Captain Hong was talking, wangcai ran in from outside, with a pack of dog sausages in its mouth. 

It barked at the two police dogs. 

This was a dog snack that Lin Lanzi's multimedia department had specially prepared for wangcai. It was 

very popular with the dog. 

This dog, Wang Cai, looked like a little brother who had done something and was giving something to 

reward him. 

Police dogs were trained not to eat food given by others, but it was a different story if it was given by 

their companions. 

wangcai put down the pack of sausages. after the sausages were spread out, the two police dogs barked 

and started to eat happily. 

Wangcai just squatted on the side and watched. 

Seeing this, Captain Hong didn't stop them. Although police dogs were forbidden to eat outside food, 

these two were old police dogs. The county had specially applied for them. If there were no accidents, 

they would work in Linlin villa until they retired. 

If Linlin villa was willing, they could apply for adoption and the two police dogs would definitely stay in 

the villa. 

linlin villa still had this bit of face. 

Qin Lin retracted his gaze and asked Captain Hong, " "Captain Hong, how's the interrogation of the two 

grass thieves going? Is there someone behind this?" 

Captain Hong said awkwardly, " these two guys insist that they were bored and pulled out a few blades 

of grass. They didn't say anything else. The key is that they stole grass. We don't know what terms we 

should use to detain them. 

Although he knew that the two of them were stealing grass for no reason and that there must be 

something wrong with them running away with a guilty conscience when they saw the patrol officers, 

the things they had stolen were really only 10 stalks of grass from the ranch. 

Qin Lin frowned. 

He knew that there must be other farms behind this, and the most likely one was Han Su. 



Although he wasn't afraid of others stealing the patriarch grass or anything, as there was no way for 

others to transplant the attributes of the game system, it was disgusting to be constantly remembered 

by thieves. 

If he didn't teach the other party a lesson, he wouldn't feel good about killing the chicken to warn the 

monkeys. 

as he thought of this, he took out his phone and called chu feng. chu feng was still the expert in this kind 

of legal issue. 

Let's see if there's any way to deal with him. 

at the same time, he turned on the speaker so that captain hong could also hear him. 

After the call was connected, Chu Feng's voice immediately came through, " "Qin Lin, why are you 

calling me all of a sudden? do you have any instructions for me?" 

Qin Lin directly told Chu Feng about the grass theft and his suspicions. In the end, he asked, " senior 

brother Chu Feng, is there any way to deal with the other party? I've been disgusted this time, but if I 

don't do anything, won't he just continue to disgust me? " 

Chu Feng was silent for a moment before saying, " "Qin Lin, according to what you said, we can Sue 

them for stealing other people's experimental results. If we succeed, we won't be able to escape three 

years. Also, if this pasture has additional commercial value, we can Sue them for stealing trade secrets. If 

we succeed, we can get another three to seven years." 

however, whether the lawsuit will be successful or not, I'll take care of the other party for you. I'll 

definitely make the other party lose a layer of skin. 

of course, the premise is that your forage is a major scientific research result. It needs to be supported 

by data and identified by an authoritative organization. Otherwise, we will be unreasonable if it's an 

ordinary pasture. 

"Does the Chinese Academy of Sciences have enough authority?" Qin Lin asked. 

"Tsk." Chu Feng immediately fell silent after hearing this. After a while, he said with a trace of 

speechlessness, " "Qin Lin, let the Chinese Academy of Sciences do the appraisal. Let an official 

organization in Ming city do a test." 

After hanging up the phone, Qin Lin looked at Captain Hong and asked, " "Captain Hong, can we detain 

him now? Can you also help me interrogate the person behind this?" 

Senior brother Chu Feng had also said that he wasn't sure if the prosecution would succeed. He could 

only guarantee that the other party would lose a layer of skin, so he had to make the person behind this 

lose another layer of skin. 

as long as this matter was exposed and li kai was implicated, the other party would definitely be in big 

trouble. 

First of all, stealing scientific research results is despicable. Also, you stole the results of professor Li Kai 

and Linlin's laboratory. 



When professor Li Kai's reputation was at its peak after he donated the adonasi grass roots, you 

suddenly came up with this and applied eye drops on it? 

What else could Captain Hong say? he walked straight into the interrogation room. 

To steal grass and have to give the other party more than six years to do it, this was really ruthless. 

Compared to the law, he was far worse than these lawyers. 

Regardless of whether the lawsuit would be successful, these people would probably lose a layer of skin. 

The most important thing was that the entire pasture was full of pastures where animals could eat as 

they pleased. Who would have thought that it would be so miserable to steal 10 stalks? 

Captain Hong quickly entered the interrogation room and sat opposite Wang Feng. He said coldly, " 

Wang Feng, I'll give you a chance now. Tell me who's behind this. Otherwise, you won't be able to bear 

the consequences. 

"police officer, it's just digging up a few stalks of grass. do you still need someone to instruct you? I just 

felt bored and my hand moved a little. You can't possibly detain me for digging up a few blades of grass, 

right?" wang feng said without a care. 

Stealing was illegal, but there was no such thing as stealing grass. 

If that was the case, there should be a lot of tourists in the ranch who would pull grass to feed the 

animals. They couldn't have caught all the tourists, could they? 

Captain Hong shook his head when he heard this. The reason why many people dared to be 

unscrupulous was that they had a wrong understanding of certain things, or they were too arrogant. 

Wang Feng, it's fine to dig up a few stalks of grass, " he said. but if the grass you're digging is an 

important research result, then it's a different story. Since you said that no one ordered you to do so, 

then we have no choice but to detain you. 

" in addition, i'll tell you some very unfortunate news. linlin villa has decided to sue you for stealing 

other people's research results and stealing trade secrets. if the lawsuit is successful, you'll face at least 

six years in prison. " 

"Officer, are you kidding me?" Wang Feng was dumbfounded when he heard that and asked anxiously. I 

only stole a few stalks of grass." 

Chapter 525 National Level Scientific Research Experiment!_1 

He only stole a few stalks of grass? 

Captain Hong saw that Wang Feng still didn't understand the seriousness of the matter, so he sneered, " 

"Then why do you think the person behind you wants you to steal grass? Without any commercial value, 

who would be interested in grass?" 

"By the way, I'll tell you another piece of news. Linlin villa signed a contract with quanjing law firm. You 

may not know this law firm, but you only need to know that this law firm's annual fees are at least 

millions or tens of millions. Are you sure you can take it?" 
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As he spoke, Captain Hong stood up and made a gesture of going out. 

"officer, i said, someone ordered us to do this." wang feng was really anxious. 

He had never thought that the consequences of stealing some grass would be so serious. 

the key thing was that when he heard that the lawyer was worth millions or even tens of millions, he 

was terrified. 

He didn't pay much attention to it before because it was too smooth, but now that he thought about it 

carefully, wasn't it the case? If the grass wasn't important, why would Han Qing let them steal it? 

Thinking of Captain Hong's words, he didn't have the courage to bear all these. If he were to be in prison 

for six years, his wife and child, house, car, and money might all be someone else's. 

"Then tell me, who ordered you to do this?" Captain Hong smiled and sat back down. 

This was all within his expectations. 

it's Chairman han, Han Su, from Qingyuan farm. He asked us to come and steal some grass. There are 

some other people with us. We agreed to meet up with ran ran at the parking lot after we were done 

stealing the grass. 

Han Su told him everything in one go, even the names of his companions. 

After receiving the news, Captain Hong did not hesitate. He went out of the interrogation room and told 

Qin Lin, " Boss Qin, the person behind this is someone called Han Su. I think you should know who he is. 

"It's really this guy." Qin Lin frowned and nodded. 

"Boss Qin, they have other people. I'll go and arrest them first." As Captain Hong spoke, he gathered the 

tourist patrol police and asked Chen dabei to send security guards to assist them. They went directly to 

the meeting place that Wang Feng had mentioned and captured the rest of the people. 

Qin Lin didn't idle around either. He immediately called Chu Feng and asked him to Sue Han Su. 

Thinking of the other party's arrogance, he called Lin Lanzi again. 

It was time for the multimedia department to get to work. If he did not retaliate when the other party 

came to disgust him, they would think that he was easy to bully. 

Professor Li Kai and Linlin's laboratory's public opinion wasn't good. They felt sorry for the adonasi grass 

roots they had donated. 

As for Wang Feng and the other grass-stealing people, he would leave them to Captain Hong and the 

rest. They would deal with them however they wanted. 

He didn't have the mood to bicker with some minor characters. 

… 

Qing Yuan pasture. 



Han Su had been waiting for news from Wang Feng and the others. His first attempt at stealing the 

patriarch grass was an easy success, so he was not too worried about Wang Feng and the others 'second 

attempt. 

Now, he just had to wait for the results. 

But as time passed, Han Su felt that something was wrong. According to the time, Wang Feng and the 

others should have succeeded, but he did not receive any news. 

No matter what, Wang Feng and the others should have called to inform him. 

Even at night, there was still no news from Wang Feng. 

han su suddenly had a bad feeling about this. he quickly found a subordinate and said, " "Is there still no 

news from Wang Feng?" 

"There's no news yet. Could it be that Wang Feng and the others have been captured?" the subordinate 

frowned. 

When Han Su heard this, he quickly shook his head. "Even if they were caught, it's impossible for all of 

them to be caught. There will always be news. It's just stealing grass. Even if Wang Feng and the others 

were caught, they wouldn't be so disloyal." 

The underling also agreed. Chairman Han's salary was not low. If he was caught stealing grass, he could 

just say that his hands were cheap. 

however, if they betrayed others, they would definitely lose their jobs. everyone knew what to choose. 

just as the two of them were thinking about this, a manager ran in hurriedly. " "Chairman han, bad 

news. Something has happened." 

"What's wrong?" Han Su was already in a bad mood, so he asked in a bad mood when he saw the 

manager's impatient look. 

The manager anxiously handed a phone to Han Su. Chairman han, look at the news on the internet. 

Wang Feng and the rest have been arrested. They even mentioned our Qingyuan farm. The situation is 

terrible now. 

"What?" Han Su was dumbfounded. He had an expression of disbelief on his face. 

They had just been convinced that such a thing would not happen. 

Han Su did not dare to hesitate. He immediately took the mobile phone from the admin. There was 

already a video on it. He chose to play it, and the first scene made his face turn ugly. 

Those were people cuffed and taken to the police car. Weren't those people Wang Feng and the others? 

according to the current interrogation, these thieves were from Qingyuan farm. Their purpose was to 

steal a special pasture grass developed by professor Li Kai in Linlin laboratory, which had cost a lot of 

energy and money. 



professor Li Kai and Linlin's laboratory donated the roots of adonasi for free, and their actions were very 

righteous. But who knew that professor Li Kai's latest research would be targeted by the evil hand? " 

according to sources, you city's police force will immediately head to Qing Yuan farm to investigate the 

relevant personnel, " 

It was obvious that Qin Lin had asked Lin Lanzi's multimedia department to come up with this news. 

They didn't even need to use the official account of the villa. 
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Linlin Ranch was so popular now that other news media would rush to report this kind of news. 

Han SU's face turned pale when he saw the news. 

Not only were Wang Feng and the rest captured, but they also gave up the Qing Yuan farm. 

The key was that this news also involved professor Li Kai, who had previously donated the adonasi grass 

root. The purpose was self-evident. 

The other party was going to use this kind of public opinion to deal with him online. 

Once the news came out, the reputation of his farm was completely ruined. 

Han Su knew the consequences would be serious, so he asked the manager in a hurry, " "What's the 

situation at the farm now?" 

The manager explained with an ugly expression, " some people on the internet are calling for a boycott 

of our Qingyuan farm. Moreover, most of the tourists who had booked the tents and tickets have 

refunded their tickets. Many people are also scolding us. 

Han Su anxiously opened the comments section. As expected, even the comments section was full of 

scolding and boycotting of their Qingyuan farm. 

"Qing Yuan farm is really shameful. Can't you research whatever you want?" 

"Why didn't you steal from anyone? You actually want to steal professor Li Kai's research results?" 

"even the adonasi plant roots donated by professor li kai won't let qing yuan farm have an easy time." 

"I suggest boycotting ranches that affect the social atmosphere like Qingyuan farm ..." 

“…” 

Han SU's face was extremely pale. how could this be? how could this be? " 

" chairman han, this isn't the most serious thing, " the manager said. " look at the next video. the 

chinese academy of sciences has directly named us. " 

Han Su immediately scrolled to the next video. 

scientific research is a very hard and rigorous thing. Everyone's research results should be respected, 

and stealing other people's research results is disrespectful to the research. It is also an act that 

disappoints selfless researchers like professor Li Kai. 
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When Han Su saw the video released by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, he almost lost his balance. 

"It's over, it's over, Yingluo." 

If the Chinese Academy of Sciences didn't say anything, then he might be able to make a comeback. 

However, once the Chinese Academy of Sciences said something, no one would believe him. 

They only asked people to steal some patriarch grass, why would the Chinese Academy of Sciences 

come out and make it a big deal? 

Han Su did not know that at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Minister Lu and professor Ren were also 

watching the news. 

"I'll go over and say hello." this kind of person who disrespects scientific research results should be 

taught a lesson, " Minister Lu said directly to professor Ren. at the same time, professor Li Kai and Linlin 

laboratory will be able to accept our kindness. 

Professor Ren nodded. we will also need professor Li Kai's help in the National major research of the 

U31i drug. His ability to cultivate crops will definitely be of great help to us. 

Minister Lu smiled and said, " indeed. Whether it's the adonassis vegetation root or the Duke's Rose, 

professor Li Kai has shown unparalleled ability in this area. Let's first send an invitation to Linlin 

laboratory to collaborate in an experiment. We can have a video conference together. 

"Alright!" yes, " professor Ren replied. The research on U31i was indeed of utmost importance, and the 

youth with sub-health was becoming more and more serious. 

Obviously, Qing Yuan farm had run into a gun at this time, so the Chinese Academy of Sciences had 

directly stepped in to make it official. 

And to a certain extent, this also represented the official opinion. 

Therefore, under such circumstances, it was hard for Qingyuan farm not to be in a bad state. 

The next day, Han Su woke up in a daze. He had insomnia the entire night and slept in the office the 

entire night. 

As soon as he got up, he called a manager over and asked anxiously, " "What's the situation on the 

internet now?" 

The manager's expression was extremely ugly as he said, " Chairman han, after a night of brewing, the 

internet is looking at our farm's situation even worse. The key is ... The key is ... 

"What's the key?" Han Su asked with a frown. 

The manager took out his phone and showed Han Su a video. the Quan Jin law firm is representing Linlin 

Ranch to Sue you for instigating the theft of Linlin's laboratory's research results and commercial 

secrets. The lawyer's letter has been sent, and it seems that the court has accepted the case. 

"Damn it!" When Han Su heard this, he couldn't help but curse. The other party was trying to kill him 

completely. 



At that moment, a few police officers suddenly walked in from outside. One of the police officers saw 

Han Su and said, " Mr. Han, we have received an application from you city. There are cases of 

commercial theft and theft of research results that require your cooperation in the investigation. 

Han Su suddenly felt a sense of powerlessness. The other party was clearly well-prepared. 

he knew that he had made the biggest mistake of his life this time, and that was to use his ignorance to 

speculate about the depths of others. 

He had thought that the young man from Linlin villa was young and easy to manipulate. Who knew that 

in the blink of an eye, he would be put in such a situation. 

A few police officers stepped forward and put a pair of silver bracelets on Han Su. 

Seeing this scene, the manager of Qing Yuan farm knew that this time, Qing Yuan farm was done for. 

Chairman han might also be in trouble. 

Linlin Manor. 

Naturally, Qin Lin had been keeping an eye on the situation on the internet. 

After Lin Lanzi and the multimedia department handled the online matters, they were doing well. They 

had not even used the official account of Linlin villa, but the public opinion on the internet had already 

been created. 

Chu Feng's side had also sued and sent out a lawyer's letter. 
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You city's police had also sent out an application to assist in the investigation, so Han Su should be in 

trouble now. 

What he didn't expect was that the Chinese Academy of Sciences would also pick Qing Yuan farm. 

In this Information Society, what was the most terrifying thing? If he was criticized by the official 

organization, his reputation would be completely ruined and he would be nailed down. 

Being criticized by the officials, even the glorious Big Boss Ma would be defeated. 

This time, regardless of whether senior brother Chu's side could successfully Sue Han Su for six years or 

not, not only would Han Su lose a layer of skin, but even Qing Yuan farm would also be doomed to 

decline under such public opinion and attacks from many parties. 

Moreover, this was enough to set an example for the other ranches in the country. 

He didn't need to worry about the rest of the matter. He just left it to senior brother Chu to take care of 

Han Su. 

Just as Qin Lin put down his phone, Li Kai rushed into his office. "Old Brother Qin, it's not good. 

Something bad is going to happen." 

Qin Lin looked at Li Kai's anxious expression and asked in confusion, " "Old brother li, what happened? 

Did you use up the Linlin medicinal wine so quickly? Don't be so violent with Dr. Tang at night." 
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Li Kai's face was full of distress. Brother Qin, you're still joking around at a time like this? the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences has sent an invitation for a national-level collaborative experiment. They asked me 

to help cultivate a special medicinal plant. 

Brother Qin, you know my situation. The rumors about me on the internet are all a misunderstanding. 

It's all the work of that special soil. 

"The Chinese Academy of Sciences asked me to help with National cultivation research, isn't this just 

finding Mr. Nan Guo to make up the numbers? I don't have the ability to carry such a heavy burden." 

As Li Kai spoke, he sighed. He had never expected such a thing to happen. When he received the 

invitation, he felt numb all over. 

The key was that he could not reply to him honestly at this time. The rumors on the internet were all 

made up, and even Minister Lu and the others would not believe it. 

At that time, it would be even more numbing to be thought of as someone who was proud of his talent. 

However, national-level experiments were very important experimental plans, and he couldn't make up 

the numbers. 

Qin Lin didn't expect the Chinese Academy of Sciences to do this. He immediately asked,"brother li, is 

this national-level experiment very important?" 

"Yes." Li Kai nodded his head solemnly and explained, " "The drug that professor Ren led to treat liver 

cancer could only be considered a national-level experiment." 

Qin Lin understood, which meant it was very important. He asked again,"Then, brother li, do you mean 

that the Chinese Academy of Sciences needs you to go to Beijing to assist in the experiment?" 

Li Kai shook his head. that's not it. For this kind of cooperative experiment, the other party should 

allocate experimental funds to our Linlin laboratory in stages. I can just do the experiment in Linlin 

laboratory. 

qin lin was stunned when he heard this. he looked at li kai as if he was an idiot."Old brother li, why are 

you in such a hurry? Since he was doing the experiment in Linlin's laboratory, wasn't there special soil? 

Others don't know, as long as we get the results, it'll be fine." 

As a professional professor, why the f * ck was he so anxious sometimes? 

"Eh!" li kai was reminded of this and suddenly reacted, " Yeah, I think so. Brother Qin, Minister Lu and 

professor Ren will have a video conference later. Let's go together. 

I was too anxious when I first received the news and didn't think of this. 

Now, he felt that he could do it again. 

Anyway, there was special soil. 
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Linlin Manor. 
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Early in the morning, Qin Lin had just returned to the office after moving the game's items to the villa 

when Li Kai came looking for him again. 

"Old Brother Qin, quickly follow me." Li Kai pulled Qin Lin out of the office as soon as he entered. 

"Old brother li, what's wrong so early in the morning?" Qin Lin asked with a puzzled face. 

"Brother Qin, Didn't I tell you before that Minister Lu and professor Ren invited our Linlin laboratory to 

assist in the experiment?" Li Kai quickly said. Minister Lu has informed us to have a video conference." 

"Old brother Li, you can go then. It's none of my business." Qin Lin finally understood what was going 

on. 

Although he didn't know what the national-level experiment was about, he was just a tourist. 

Wasn't he even better than old brother li? 

"You're not the boss of Linlin laboratory?" Li Kai asked hurriedly. You have to know about this kind of 

cooperative experiment, okay? also, without you by my side, I don't feel safe, and I'm afraid that I'll be 

exposed." 

"Ran ran," Qin Lin. 

With the development of the information Network, many things were becoming more and more 

convenient. 

In the past, to hold this kind of meeting, one had to go to Beijing by car, boat, or plane, and then talk to 

Minister Lu and professor Ren in person. 

It was convenient now. It was just a video conference, and everyone seemed to be face to face. 

If it wasn't absolutely necessary, a video conference would do. No one liked to torment people. 

those who liked to torment people were often those who liked to flaunt their power. 

This kind of person would often fall in the end. 

Linlin's laboratory base wasn't completed yet. Qin Lin and Li Kai left the villa and headed straight for the 

temporary rented and transformed office building. 

The floor wasn't too big, but it was enough for the promotion of the new watermelon for the time 

being. 

It was different from Linlin villa. Even if it was a rented office building, the entrance had to be checked 

by the security guards when entering the parking lot. 

Li Kai handed his work pass and ID card to the security guard for inspection. He was only allowed in after 

he was verified by the security guard. 

"Yunfei the security here is quite tight." Qin Lin got out of the car and said with satisfaction when he saw 

the security guards on duty. 



Li Kai nodded. manager Yun is a professional, after all. There has never been a problem when he was in 

charge of this area in the original laboratory. Otherwise, not everyone can enter the laboratory that Big 

Boss Ma created and be in charge of security. 

qin lin agreed with this. 

Moreover, Linlin's laboratory had the secret of the special soil, and there might be more secrets in the 

future. There would definitely be spies, so the security needed to be the most strict. 

He wanted to ask if manager Yun needed more financial support for the security Department. After all, 

the modern security system had to keep up with the times, which was very costly. 

He attached great importance to security. 

Qin Lin and Li Kai entered the office that Lin Lin's laboratory had rented. Shen Li was already waiting for 

them. When he saw the two of them, he went up to them and said, " Chairman Qin, professor Li Kai, 

you're finally here. The multimedia room is ready. Professor Ren from the Chinese Academy of Sciences 

has already sent a message. When you're here, open the video link. 

One could see the joy on his face. 

In modern society, qualifications were very important, whether it was for scientific researchers or for 

laboratories. 

When scientific researchers were given titles, they had to look at their qualifications. 

If the laboratory wanted to be awarded a national title in the future, it would also depend on whether 

they had the qualifications. 

This time, the Linlin laboratory was able to assist the Chinese Academy of Sciences in conducting a 

National experiment, which was a qualification for the Linlin laboratory. 

For a laboratory, the more qualifications they had, the better. 

as the person in charge of the laboratory, it would be strange if he was unhappy. 

Even though people had been criticizing scientific research for seniority, some things weren't as simple 

as they seemed. 

Otherwise, with professor Ren's ability, why would he line up to be an academician? did professor ren 

have any opinions? Slacking off on experiments? 

Professor Ren knew that the people in the queue had indeed made contributions to scientific research. 

Perhaps these people didn't have any major achievements, but the success of the research couldn't be 

entirely attributed to the person who finally got the fruit. 

Didn't the people who cut through the obstacles in this process and saved a lot of detours for the final 

result have any credit? 

All the credit for building a road goes to the designer? 



If one wanted to break free from the restraints of this rule, one had to become an existence with 

extraordinary abilities. When one's abilities were amazing enough and could surpass everyone by a 

level, one naturally had to not abide by this rule. 

There were young academicians in their thirties in China. 

If one didn't have stunning abilities, then one would have to follow the rules and work hard to increase 

one's qualifications. 

That was because those with experience had also gone through the same thing. 

the people who clamored were often the kind of people who didn't have enough amazing abilities and 

didn't want to follow the rules. 

They thought that their talent was higher than everyone else's, and those who were ranked before them 

were all clay chickens and pottery dogs, not worthy of being mentioned in the same breath as them. 

This kind of person was actually a bit similar to the fanatic Chao Heng of the Three Kingdoms. He had 

excellent exam results when he was studying and had some fame. Then, he was bragged about by this 

group of friends and relatives, and he thought that he was the best in the world. 
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In the end, when he stepped out into society, he did not do anything, but he dared to say that Guo Jia 

was not worthy of carrying his shoes, Zhuge Liang was only good enough to pour a chamber pot for him, 

and that he should kneel and beg him to help him. 

in fact, many young people in today's society also had the same thought. no matter which company they 

worked in, they felt that those fat supervisors and managers were not qualified to control them, and 

that they were fine with that position. 

However, other than a few people who had the ability to climb up, 99% of the people were nothing. 

Shen Li brought Qin Lin and Li Kai to a media room. 

yun fei had already brought a team of security guards to set up the interior and even arranged for 

people to stand guard at the entrance. 

Don't blame him. 

Generally speaking, national-level experimental projects were considered confidential. Before the 

results were announced, everything had to be kept confidential. 

"chairman qin, professor li, president shen." Seeing the three of them come in, Yun Fei quickly greeted 

them and then brought some people to guard the door. 

Shen Li went to the multimedia equipment and started to operate it. 

After a short while, the LCD screen on the wall lit up and divided into several grids. 

Chairman Qin, professor li, we've already applied to join the video conference, " Shen Li said. we'll be 

able to enter once professor Ren and the others agree. 
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It didn't take long for the screen to display the words " video linking ". Then, the entire screen was 

divided into four grids, each with an image. 

Qin Lin, Li Kai, and Shen Li were in one of the boxes. Minister Lu and professor Ren also appeared in the 

first box. 

The two of them were obviously in the same office. 

As for the other two boxes, some people also appeared. 

After the video link was completed, Minister Lu greeted everyone, " "Everyone's here. Professor li, 

professor Jin, professor Huang, and boss Qin. I haven't seen you in a while." 

As for Chen Li, he was completely ignored. 

He was not qualified to be called out by Minister Lu at this time. 

Similarly, many people in the other two videos were also ignored. 

Qin Lin also knew that the people in the other two videos were probably from other laboratories. 

Professor Ren also said, " "Professor Li Kai, professor Huang, professor Jin, I'll need your help in this 

experiment. Your research on crop cultivation is the best in the country." 

When Li Kai heard this, he subconsciously looked at the other two videos. 

He knew who professor Huang and professor Jin were, but he had never seen them in person. 

Compared to him, these two were the top experts in the field of crop cultivation and genetic research. 

He had read a lot of their papers before and had benefited a lot from them. 

Therefore, he had great respect for the two of them. 

Moreover, the research of these two people was done by themselves, unlike him, who had 

misunderstood everything and then bragged about it on the internet. 

Professor Huang and professor Jin also looked at Li Kai. 

professor huang immediately said with a hint of admiration, professor li, it's an honor to have the 

opportunity to meet you in this way. I've been in contact with the cultivation of adonaxi plant roots 

before, but I didn't expect you to cultivate them so easily. I'm really impressed. 

Professor Jin also smiled and said sincerely,"indeed, i rarely admire people in my field of research. in the 

past, i only admired professor huang. now, i admire you too, professor li." 

The two's words made Li Kai feel a little embarrassed. 

He quickly said humbly, " professors, stop joking with me. You are the ones I admire. I've read a lot of 

your papers. I've learned a lot from them. 

Professor Huang smiled. professor li, we'll have the opportunity to discuss the matters in the thesis. 

After all, we can use the knowledge from other mountains to Polish the Jade. 



"That's right, more scientific research can lead to more inspiration," professor Jin agreed. 

When Li Kai heard the conversation between the two, he felt a lot of pressure. 

What kind of joke was this? he was just making up the numbers. His real talent was not as high as these 

two thought. 

Qin Lin was touched by this scene. As the saying went, there was no first in literature, and no second in 

martial arts. There was also a saying that scholars looked down on each other. 

However, the outstanding researchers such as professor Huang and professor Jin felt like they 

understood each other. There was no competition at all. Their attitudes toward old brother li could 

make people feel their sincerity. 

Perhaps this was the adorability of top scientific research contributors. Only in this way could they make 

achievements in their own scientific research. 

Professor Ren saw that the three of them were chatting happily, so he smiled and said, " let's interrupt 

the three of you. Let's get down to business. Minister Lu has an important meeting to attend. 

hearing this, everyone became serious and waited for professor ren's next words. 

Professor Ren also began to introduce the game, " the three professors should know about our U31i 

drug research. At present, the latest data of our country's population shows that only 5% of the people 

are basically healthy, 20% are unhealthy, and 75% are sub-health. The sub-health population has 

exceeded 900 million. This is a very serious Data " 

qin lin had a rough idea of what the chinese academy of sciences was doing this time after hearing what 

professor ren said. 

It was actually targeted at sub-health. 

Sub-health was a global problem, and this problem could not be controlled. Even those who were very 

healthy or looked very strong were in fact, the vast majority of people with sub-health. 

Suboptimal health was not only an international problem, but it had also become a public problem that 

could not be ignored in China. 
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if one's sub-health was not corrected in time, it was very easy to get mental problems, such as fatigue, 

lack of concentration, irritability, insomnia, depression, anxiety, and even the feeling of death, which 

would cause various physical complications. 

this group of people was even prone to sudden death. 

In other words, 75% of the people in our country are at risk of sudden death. 

Naturally, many people would scoff at this statement. After all, those people who died of sudden death 

used to have the same idea. 
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And most of the sub-health in our country is caused by the huge mental pressure and mental disorders 

caused by the modern impetuous society. 

There was no way to solve the problem of social impetuousness, so the only way was to develop a drug 

to regulate such mental problems. 

Although it couldn't solve the fundamental problem, it was better than the problem continuing to 

worsen. 

some researchers used to say that most people could carry 100 or 200 kilograms and walk dozens of 

kilometers, but now, few could carry 100 or 200 kilograms and walk for a few minutes. they also 

speculated that humans would slowly degenerate due to sub-health problems. 

Although this was a little alarmist, it was enough to show the seriousness of the matter. This kind of 

research was essential. In the long run, it might really become the key to the advantages and 

disadvantages of human race in the future. 

However, this kind of research was not easy to carry out. Otherwise, sub-health would not have become 

a social problem. 

Every country had been doing research on this type of problem in stages, and they were basically only in 

the first stage. 

Professor Ren continued,"for the U31i drug, we have specially cultivated an ordinary medicinal herb 

called the" heavenly wood Tongxiang "[ 1 ]." 

"Yi!" Qin Lin couldn't help but whisper in surprise when he heard the name "Heavenwood Tonghui." 

If he remembered correctly, when the herb garden was opened, the seed of the legendary venomous 

tree was one of the available seeds for planting in the level 1 herb garden. 

Professor Ren said, " although the Tianmu Tong Gu is just an ordinary medicinal material, its effect on 

mental stress is essential for the U31i drug. However, the Tianmu Tong Gu that we have specially 

cultivated has not met the mental stress requirement. 

Now, Li Kai and the others understood the purpose of this trip. It was to cultivate the celestial wood 

epiphany. 

That was indeed the case. 

The Chinese Academy of Sciences had been trying their best to improve the cultivation of this herb, but 

the results were not ideal. Moreover, the big names in this kind of cultivation research were outside, 

such as professor Huang, professor Jin, and professor li. 

This could be considered as looking for outside help! 

After all, no matter how powerful the Chinese Academy of Sciences was, they couldn't really show up 

without a mask. 

After professor Ren's introduction, Minister Lu said, " " i'm sure you're aware of the situation, so i'll have 

to trouble you to cultivate the tenmu tonghui. the cultivation direction is to improve mental stress. after 



that, a specialist from the chinese academy of sciences will send the seeds and the approval contract to 

your laboratories. " 

Most scientific researchers would not refuse this kind of research assistance. First, it was to contribute 

to the country, and second, it would increase their reputation if they succeeded. 

After all, not everyone was like Li Kai, who forced himself to be on the receiving end. The key was that 

after he was on the receiving end, the fire had already been ignited, and there was no way to stop it. 

As for Qin Lin, he had already put all his attention on the game. He controlled his game character to go 

to the seed shop in ore town and checked the list of seeds in the herb garden. 

Soon, his eyes lit up. 

Heavenwood Epiphyllum seed: Grade 1 " 

 


